Season 2, Episode 10: Travel Day
Join head counselor Zach and try food from
different countries, play “Land, Sea, Air,” make a
compass. Meet giraffes and cowboy kids, go on a
sensory hike, read SUKI’s KIMONO, do a pattern
dance! Content partners include Buffalo Bill
Center of the West, Carnegie Hall, Liberty
Science Center, Memphis Zoo, OK Go,
Playworks, Seneca Park Zoo.

Activity Guide
Pattern Dance …………………..….…….……..……….1
Cube Illusion ……………………………………………… 2-4
Tiny Treker You Bookmark …………..…………….…. 5-6
Homemade Compass …………………………………. 7-8

PARTICIPATE!
Write a postcard to Zach! Draw a picture of your
favorite travel destination and write a message telling
him about your favorite things to do there.
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Pattern Dance
Instructions:

1. Choose a dance move and a
number. For instance, if you
choose “kick” and the number
3, then the first part of the
dance pattern would be 3
kicks.

2. Next, have your partner
choose another dance move
and another number. Take
turns going back and forth at
least two more times to add
more moves to your pattern.
3. It’s time to put the whole
thing to the test! Turn on some
music and do your entire
dance from the beginning.
Once you’ve finished your
pattern one time, repeat it as
many times as it takes to get
through the entire song.
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Cube Illusion

Materials List:
• ruler
• paper
• pencils
• fishing line
• scissors or a craft blade
• clear tape
• pipe clearers
• thumbtack
• shoebox
*This activity should be done with the help of a trusted adult*
Instructions:
1. Cut a square hole in the
middle of the bottom of the
box. Cover with tape on both
sides.

2. On a sheet of paper, draw
a cube that fits inside the
box. Tape the picture on the
back wall of the box so that
you can see it through the
window you made.
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3. Use a push pin to poke
holes through the corners of
the cube.

4. Staying very still, look
through the window and use
the push pin to poke holes
through the window that line
up with the 8 holes you made
in the back of the box.

5. Remove the picture of the
cube. String fishing line from
one hole in the back of the
box to the matching hole on
the other side. Pull tight and
secure with tape.
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6. Connect 2 of the fishing
line stings with a pipe
cleaner to create a line. By
eye, continue to use pipe
cleaners to draw the lines of
the cube. Use pipe cleaners
of different lengths so they
are spread out through the
whole box.

7. After you add all the lines
of the cube with pipe
cleaners, check out your
cube through the window of
your box.

Activity courtesy of OK Go
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Tiny Treker You Bookmark

Materials List:
• a fun photo of yourself
• scissors
• hole punch
• ribbon or a tassel
• clear packing tape
Instructions:

1. Take a photo of yourself
posing like you are holding a
rope or floating away. Make
sure your arms are above
your head and your hands
form a fist. Print out the
photo.

2. Lay a long piece of tape on
the table. It should be long
enough to fold over the
picture and cover it entirely.
Place your photo in the
middle of the tape and
carefully fold the tape over
your photo. Slowly walk your
fingers over the tape to
smooth it down.
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3. Carefully cut yourself out.

4. Use a hole punch to make
a hole at your hands. String
ribbon or a tassel through
the hole. Now you have a
tiny trekker you!
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Make Your Own Compass

Materials List:
• magnet
• paperclip
• bowl filled with water
• Styrofoam cup
• scissors
• tape
• permanent marker
Instructions:
1. Carefully cut off
the bottom of your
Styrofoam cup. Place
the bottom aside.

2. With the help of an
adult, carefully
unfold and straighten
your paper clip.
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3. Rub your magnet
against one side of
the straightened
paper clip Make sure
that you are always
rubbing in the same
direction, never back
and forth. Do this for
about 30 seconds, or
50 strokes.
4. Tape your
paperclip needle to
the bottom of the
Styrofoam cup
bottom.

5. Float your
homemade compass
in a bowl of water.
Watch it rotate.
When it starts to
settle and finally
stops, you’ll know
that your compass
has found north!

Activity courtesy of Liberty Science Center
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